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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic directly reached and impacted upon elite sports and caused the
postponement of sporting events globally. In order to enable the return of activities, protocols were
created with recommendations to prevent the transmission of COVID-19. The objective of this work
is to analyze and compare the safe return protocols of major football leagues and associations to those
of the Brazilian Championship, as well as to survey the numbers of COVID-19 outbreaks in clubs
that competed in the 2020 Brazilian Championship Series A. The documentary research was carried
out through the analysis of articles published on open-source football league and federation websites.
National and international return protocols were verified, as well as the documenting of isolated
cases and outbreaks of COVID-19 in the Brazilian Championship. In the Brazilian Championship,
the return to play occurred at a time when COVID-19 case numbers were rising, a fact that, together
with the decentralization of the match cities, was likely linked to the number of positive cases. A total
of 302 positive cases of COVID-19 were identified in 14 outbreaks during the competition. Therefore,
this work identifies good practice and underscores the need to reassess and refine the protocols to
minimize the impacts of COVID-19 going forward.

Keywords: COVID-19; soccer protocol; Brazilian Championship

1. Introduction

COVID-19 was first reported in December 2019 in Wuhan, China, spread rapidly
around the world and was classified as a pandemic in March 2020 [1,2]. Severe acute
respiratory syndrome caused by SARS-CoV-2 is the seventh disease of the Coronaviridae
family to infect humans, being preceded by diseases caused by other variations of the virus,
such as: HcoV-229E discovered in 1966; HcoV-OC43 in 1967; SARS-CoV in 2003, HcoV-
Nl63 in 2004; HcoV-HKU1 in 2005 and MERS-CoV in 2012 [3]. However, this coronavirus
has caused disruption and death to the health, economy and freedom of the population
worldwide that is unparalleled in modern times [4].
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It is now understood that the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 generally comes through
contact with airborne droplets and by transmission of aerosols released by infected individ-
uals during speech, coughing and sneezing, and, less commonly, through indirect routes,
such as contact with contaminated surfaces [5]. The risks of SARS-CoV-2 contagion are
greater during direct contact at distances of less than 2 metres, although contaminated
respiratory droplets are suspended in the air for seconds (droplets between 5 and 10 µm)
or for minutes up to hours (droplets ≤ 5 µm), being classified as a great risk, even over
larger distances [6]. These modes of transmission and the associated risks were not well
known at the beginning of the outbreak.

The progress of the pandemic can be predicted by a measure of the viral transmissibil-
ity called R0, which quantifies the number of new cases from each existing one, considering
the infectivity rate of SARS-CoV-2 and human behavior [7]. It is believed that the restric-
tions imposed during the pandemic, including the closure of schools, the maintenance of
social distancing, use of masks and hygiene and cleaning practices led to a decrease of
50–70% in the R0 [8,9].

In Brazil, the first recorded case of COVID-19 occurred on 26 February 2020, and
the first death was recorded in São Paulo on 17 March, with the contagion spreading
throughout all areas of the country [10]. However, only on 11 March did the Ministry
of Health implement measures of isolation and social distancing directed at people with
either suspected or confirmed cases of the virus [11].

The management of COVID-19 preventive measures was decentralized in Brazil, and
the Federal District was the first body to impose non-pharmacological measures [12]. The
restrictive measures that were adopted by the states varied but included the suspension
of events and face-to-face teaching, the quarantine of the population and restrictions
in transport. The cities most affected in the pandemic include the metropolises of the
southeastern region and the state of Ceará in the northeastern region as these areas lead
the infection curve and subsequently saw a higher number of deaths [13].

The restrictions imposed directly impacted the practice of physical activities, con-
tributing to an increase in sedentary lifestyle and a decrease in the physical and mental
health of the population [14]. In sports, the pandemic directly affected the sporting elite
and led to the postponement of the Tokyo Olympic Games, Football Championships, NBA
competitions, marathons and even Formula 1 races to safeguard the health of all those
involved [15–17]. The interruption in competitions is unprecedented in modern times
having last occurred on this scale during World War II [18].

The global sports industry estimates that its average annual turnover is at least US
$756 billion [19]. The direct costs of ticket sales for games and championships, image rights,
payment of athletes and teams, sponsorships, marketing, as well as transportation and sale
of inputs, among others, are involved in calculating this value [20]. The impact of COVID-
19 on professional athletes began with the loss of physical fitness but was exacerbated by
the imminence of reduced financial and sponsorship income and the absence of a prospect
of return [21,22].

Soccer is the national sport of Brazil and, as elsewhere, was severely impacted by the
pandemic. The State Championships were interrupted, and the beginning of the Brazilian
Men’s Championship was postponed for approximately 90 days [23]. During this period, it
was necessary for athletes to conduct training in confined environments to maintain their
physical fitness [21]. Considering that Brazil has an average of 360,000 registered athletes
competing in more than 250 competitions, and that issuing guidance on such activities was
not a priority for governmental bodies at the beginning of the pandemic, this created many
health and logistical challenges which can be evaluated and learned from [24].

The return of football in Brazil in the COVID-19 era generated great deal of controversy
domestically. In May 2020 the Football Federation of the State of Rio de Janeiro published
the “Safe Return Protocol”, which was the first such guide to be released [25]. This guide
included individual, collective and managerial measures for the return of training and
games with strict biosafety protocols for the conclusion of the Carioca Championship. This
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publication coincided with what is now known as the first wave of COVID-19 in Brazil and
the proposed return was considered premature and strongly contested by the clubs and
federations of other states.

Additionally, in May 2020, the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA)
announced a protocol for the safe return of football that includes biosafety measures for
training, travel and matches [26]. Since this time other international associations, leagues
and competitions around the world have also made their protocols for safe return of
football available. The Brazilian Football Confederation (CBF) made available its return
booklet, called the “Medical guide of protective suggestions for the return to the activities
of Brazilian football”, on 15 June 2020 [27].

Team sports are considered to be high risk activities in relation to COVID-19 due to
interpersonal contact within matches without the use of protective masks at distances of
less than 2 m. As a result, specific protocols for systematic testing and biosafety measures
needed to be implemented to enable the safe continuation and return of soccer. In this
context, this study compares the safety protocol released by the CBF with international
protocols, as well as the evaluation of the risks of SARS-CoV-2 transmission during the
Brazilian Men’s Championship 2020 season between August 2020 and February of 2021.

2. Materials and Methods

An exploratory qualitative study was conducted between June 2020 and February
2021 using 15 protocols from the main world championships and international federations.
These were gathered through searches on official websites of the competitions and federa-
tions [26–40]. Protocols belonging to the European leagues were used [28,32,38] as well as
those from Asia [29], Africa [36], the Americas [27,33,39] and Oceania [30,31]. Additionally
included is protocol issued by the International Football Federation (FIFA) [26] and 6 which
were issued by national and international federations [27,31,34–37]. These protocols were
issued by soccer leagues in Germany (Bundesliga) [37], Portugal (Portuguese League) [32],
Spanish League (La Liga) [35], English League (Premier League) [28], Italian League (Serie
A TIM) [34], Brazil (Brasileirão ASSAÍ) [27], South America in general (American and South
American Libertadores) [33], Asia (Asian Champions League and Chinese League) [29,40],
Australian League at the Australian Institute of Sports [30,31], African League [36] and
United States League (MLS) [39]. Protocols were chosen according to release date and the
success of the protect COVID-19 in sport. The criteria for the analysis of the protocols of the
CBF and other international federations and competitions were related to the guidelines
for biosafety and hygiene, testing protocols, recommendations on removal and conduct
guidelines during the games.

The documental research was carried out through the analysis of articles published on
websites of national and international newspapers with open-source access. The keywords
and phrases COVID-19 X Football, SARS-CoV-2 Contamination X Football Players, COVID-
19 test X Football were all used to gather relevant data. The number of infected players
and outbreaks of COVID-19 were monitored in all rounds of the Brazilian Championship
through open-source sports articles from national and international newspapers.

Data regarding the spread of COVID-19 in Brazil was collected from the same consor-
tium of open-source press and from the website of the Institute of Scientific Information
and Communication and Health Technology. The calculation of the number of infected
individuals in the round was performed using the arithmetic mean of the number of cases
in the federative units representing the clubs that dispute the series A of the Brazilian
championship. For the analysis of cases by federative unit, the arithmetic mean was per-
formed by the sum of cases reported on the match days of their teams divided by the
number of teams in this state. The repetition of the same state in the average number of
cases in a round was considered. Values are calculated for every 100,000 inhabitants of
its corresponding population. Obtaining the values for the number of deaths per round
follows the same methodology as for the number of infected per round. The difference in
the number of infected per round is the subtraction of the number of infected in the state
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whose number is the highest in that round by the number of infected in the state with the
lowest number. Likewise, the greatest difference in the number of deaths per round was
also calculated.

3. Results
3.1. The Brazilian Championship

The Brazilian Championship is the largest competition coordinated by the CBF, and
is divided into series A, B, C and D where the 128 clubs participate. Since 2003, this
competition has adopted a unified system of organization in awarding points and the
winner being the team that obtains the highest score after 38 rounds of with the matches [41].
The geographical distribution of the teams in the Brazilian A series changes according to
the promotion and relegation of 4 teams each season. In 2020, there was a predominance of
teams from the Southeast region (50%), followed by 20% from both the South and Northeast
regions and the remaining 10% coming from the Midwest region. The continental size of
the Brazilian territory means that Brazilian Championship games usually involve travel by
air and/or land for one of the teams involved.

The schedule of the Brazilian Championship was set pre-pandemic in October 2019
by the CBF, which anticipated the season beginning on 2 May 2020. However, due to
COVID-19, and rapidly rising cases and deaths in Brazil, the competition was postponed
for an indefinite period. The return of Brazilian Championship matches took place on
8 August, at a time when Brazil was reported as having the second highest numbers of
COVID-19 cases and related deaths in the world [42]. The return to activities in the clubs
took place prior to the games, with 25% returning to training in May, while the majority
(50%) returned in June. Due to state rules the teams in São Paulo were only able to return
on 1 July.

The return to competitive matches was preceded by the release on 9 July of the CBF
protocol, which describes specific rules and recommendations for training and games. The
guiding document, applicable to all clubs, presented specific rules of individual, collective
and managerial conduct for training, commuting to and from stadiums, use of locker
rooms, prohibition of supporters, in addition to providing guidance on the frequency of
testing and isolation protocols for suspected and confirmed COVID-19 cases.

3.2. The Comparative COVID-19 Protocols

The comparative analysis of the CBF protocol in was performed by evaluating 15
international protocols that presented specific recommendations on safety in training and
professional football matches around the world during the COVID-19 pandemic. A similar
pattern of recommendations and requirements was observed in the protocols analyzed
for the return of football to COVID-19 (Table 1). In the CBF protocol is described a RT-
PCR as a standard diagnosis before the training return and the matches, measures of
isolation for 10 days individuals who tested positive for COVID-19, social distancing of 1
m however, the guidance no showed restrict of stadium for matches in cities according to
SARS-CoV-2 transmission.

All protocols were unanimous in the obligation for players and staff to be tested
prior to matches and that the general public be prohibited from stadiums. RT-PCR is the
diagnostic test required by most of the associations, with the exception of the protocols
of the African Federation, Australia and the United States Soccer Federation, which did
not specify the testing methodologies. According to the protocols, the testing periodicity
should occur 2 weeks before the beginning of training in the protocols of the Bundesliga
(Germany), England, Italian Football Federation and FIFA. In the Spanish guide, however,
there is a requirement for testing 1 week before the start of training and in the Chinese,
only 72 h before the start of training. The protocol of the Royal Spanish Federation and
the Bundesliga (Germany) showed retesting during training, once a day during the entire
training stage and twice a week, respectively. Regarding the tests during the games, most
protocols require RT-PCR testing 48 h before the matches. The Asian Champions League
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(AFC) determined that the tests should be performed 72 h and that the Chinese protocol
requires weekly tests (Table 1). This variation between different associations is strongly
suggestive that there are best practices to be adopted and lessons to be learned.

Keeping players segregated into small groups (or bubbles) was recommended at
various times in most protocols, including during training and during warm-up in matches,
though, again, we see different patterns and recommendations amongst associations within
this. Individualized training, followed by pairs, and finally the formation of groups lasting
35 to 50 min was recommended in 7 analyzed protocols. The protocol published by the
Australian Sports Institute did not refer to duration but indicated the same pattern in
training (individual/double/small groups). The protocol United States Soccer Federation
standardized the training in up to 9 people with 1 coach, while the CBF and Libertadores da
America imposed only training in small groups. Only the African Confederation registered
sessions of 2 people with a coach.

Most of the protocols analyzed determined an optimal minimum contact distance of
2 m; however, the Bundesliga, as well as the Australian Federation, used 1.5 m in their
protocols. The CBF, China and the Asian Champions League maintained 1 m as the measure
of distance (Table 1). Most protocols advocate distancing during celebrations; however,
and only in the protocol of the Libertadores da America are celebrations prohibited.

The use of masks and constant hand-related hygiene were recorded in almost all
protocols analyzed. Only the Portuguese League, the Royal Spanish Federation, the Italian
Federation, FIFA and the African Confederation also required the use of gloves. In all of
the protocols, it was recommended that medical grade hand sanitizer be made available to
players, officials and staff. This was one of the few unanimously agreed recommendations.

Specific regulation on media coverage was also one of the points present in many of
the protocols and these included the positioning of TV cameras, commentators, reporters
and photographers. Only the guides from England, the Australian Federation, Australia
(Australian Institute of Sports) and the United States Soccer Federation did not specify
conduct for the media services.

The guides of the Portugal League and the Asian Champions League determined
the stadiums that would be used for the matches, while the vast majority chose to play
in stadiums according to the home club. Only the African Confederation confirmed that
the games would be held in the stadiums of a single city. The protocols of Australia
(Australian Institute of Sports), CBF and the United States Soccer Federation did not specify
any restriction on the usage of stadiums.

Almost all protocols included measures of isolation for those who had tested positive
for COVID-19. In the case of the Italian Federation the required period was 2 weeks, while
the protocol of the United States Soccer Federation required a medical report after isolation.
The CBF and the Libertadores da America imposed 10 days of isolation for the infected, and
the FIFA deemed it necessary to isolate between 7 and 10 days. Return testing for positive
cases was recommended in the CBF protocol. The diagnosis by antibody, used to validate
the return of the players, was only identified in the guides of the Royal Spanish Federation,
Bundesliga, Italian Federation, CBF and Libertadores da America. Here, clearly, there was
a great deal of variation between what was recommended by the different associations and
federations.

With regards to the transportation of players, staff and officials to training and non-
matchday events, most protocols required that this should take place in isolation, preferably
by private car. For games, however, buses were the preferred method with all on board
following biosafety protocols and the vehicle being thoroughly cleaned. The rules for
boarding included the use of masks and face protection, maintenance of social distancing
when inside of the vehicle, and only the use of seats near the windows. Only the protocol
of the African Confederation required the request of overnight accommodation for the
teams and provisions for arbitration related to this were clearly laid out.
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Table 1. Soccer return protocols around the world.

Countries and
Federations

Protocol Release
Date

COVID-19
Testing Social Distancing Hygiene

Measures
Action to Be

Taken in Case of
Positive Results

Match Stadium
Return Testing

After Isolation for
Infection

Antibody
Diagnosis

Soccer Player
Transportation

Club/Stadium
Hygiene

Procedures

Brazilian Football
Confederation (Brazil) June 15, 2020 rRT-PCR, 48h

before the game
Minimum contact,

distance of 1m
Hand washing,

mask use Isolation 10 days No restrictions Present Present Individual car Present

Asian Football
Confederation (AFC) June 1, 2020 rRT-PCR, 72h

before the game
Minimum contact,

distance of 1m
Hand washing,

mask use Isolation until cure No restrictions Present Ausent
Training:

personal car;
Match: bus club

Present

Australia March 16, 2020 Ausent Minimum contact,
distance of 1,5m

Hand washing,
mask use Isolation until cure No restrictions Ausent Ausent Ausent Present

Australian Institute of
Sport May 2020 Ausent Ausent Hand washing,

mask use Isolation until cure Ausent Present Ausent Ausent Ausent

China July 19, 2020 rRT-PCR, once a
week

Minimum contact,
distance of 1m

Hand washing,
mask use Isolation until cure

Chosen by
Chinese

Government
Present Ausent

Training:
personal car;

Match: bus club
Present

Confédération
Africaine de Football

(CAF)
June 22, 2020

rRT-PCR, 48h
before and after

the game
Minimum contact,

distance of 2m

Hand washing,
glove and mask

use
Isolation until cure Only in one city Present Ausent

The
Confederation

would be
responsible for

providing
(permanent) the

hotel and
transportation

for the teams and
referees

Present

England June 11, 2020 rRT-PCR, 48h
before the game

Minimum contact,
distance of 2m

Hand washing,
mask use Isolation until cure No restrictions Ausent Ausent

Training:
personal car;

Match: bus club
Present

Fédération
Internationale de

Football Association
(FIFA)

October 1, 2020 rRT-PCR, 48h
before the game

Minimum contact,
distance of 2m

Hand washing,
glove and mask

use

Isolation between
7 to 10 days No restrictions Present Ausent

Training:
personal car;

Match: bus club
Present

Federazione Italiana
Giuoco Calcio (FIGC) May 21, 2020 rRT-PCR, 48h

before the game
Minimum contact,

distance of 2m

Hand washing,
glove and mask

use
2 weeks isolation No restrictions Present Present

Training:
personal car;

Match: bus club
Present

Germany May 1, 2020 rRT-PCR, 48h
before the game

Minimum contact,
distance of 1,5m

Hand washing,
mask use Isolation until cure No restrictions Present Present

Training:
personal car;

Match: bus club
Present

Libertadores e
Sulamericana

(CONMEBOL)
September 2020 rRT-PCR, 72h

before the game
Minimum contact,
distance between

2m to 2,5m

Hand washing,
mask use

Isolation 10 dias;
Symptomatic
cases 13 days

No restrictions Present Present
Individual or

Collective
sanitized vehicle

Present
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Table 1. Cont.

Countries and
Federations

Protocol Release
Date

COVID-19
Testing Social Distancing Hygiene

Measures
Action to Be

Taken in Case of
Positive Results

Match Stadium
Return Testing

After Isolation for
Infection

Antibody
Diagnosis

Soccer Player
Transportation

Club/Stadium
Hygiene

Procedures

Portugal September 07,
2020

rRT-PCR, 48h
before the game

Minimum contact,
distance of 2m

Hand washing,
glove and mask

use
Isolation until cure Chosen by FPF Present Ausent

Training:
personal car;

Match: bus club
Present

Real Federación
Española de Fútbol

(RFEF)
March 28, 2020 rRT-PCR, 48h

before the game
Minimum contact,

distance of 2m

Hand washing,
glove and mask

use
Isolation until cure No restrictions Ausent Present

Training:
personal car;

Match: bus club
Present

Union of European
Football (UEFA) August 5, 2020 rRT-PCR, 48h

before the game
Minimum contact,

distance of 2m
Hand washing,

mask use Isolation until cure No restrictions Ausent Ausent Private bus Present

United States of
America June 10, 2020 Ausent Minimum contact,

distance of 2m
Hand washing,

mask use

Isolation 14 days
and a medical

report confirming
the return

Ausent Ausent Ausent Individual car Present
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3.3. COVID-19 Infections during the 2020 Brazilian Championship

Though the effectiveness of sporting protocols and their implementation must be
viewed in wider, national and international contexts related to the pandemic, it is appropri-
ate to pay regard to COVID-19 outbreaks and cases amongst players during this period.
During the 2020 Brazilian Championship, the professionals registered in the competition
that showed positive results for infection by COVID-19 were monitored, as well as the
outbreaks in the clubs involved. In this research the outbreaks were characterized when
more than 07 individuals (symptomatic or asymptomatic) had tested positive for COVID-
19 in period of 10 days. The monitoring of the presence of SARS-CoV-2 infections in the
players and the technical committee during the matches of the Brazilian Championship
was performed through an active search in open-source media and the data released by
the participating clubs. Data obtained from the media and the CBF website indicate that
the 2020 Brazilian Championship had 625 registered players, of which 302 were infected
during this period, and that there were 14 distinct outbreaks identified.

All teams presented cases of players infected by SARS-CoV-2 throughout the cham-
pionship, showing a championship infection rate of 48.32%, of which 97 positive cases
(32%) occurred in the first round of the championship and 205 cases (68%) occurred in
the second round. The Southeast region had the highest percentage of infected players,
corresponding to 53% of the total (159 players). The teams with the highest number of
infected individuals were the Club of Regattas Vasco da Gama and the Fluminense Football
Club, with 26 players testing positive in each, and the Sport Club of Recife had the lowest
score, with only 3 players testing positive (Figure 1). It was observed that the infection
rate of the clubs in the second round was comparatively higher than that in the first round,
where an increase in outbreaks was identified mainly in the Southeast region in the states
of São Paulo and Minas Gerais; in the South region, in the states of Paraná; and in the
Northeast region of Ceará and Bahia. At the end of the championship, out of 10 teams from
the Southeast region in the competition, outbreaks were recorded in 7 participants, and the
last case was recorded in the Sport Club 9 days after the end of the competition.

Figure 1. Distribution of COVID-19 cases in the 2020 Brazilian Championship series A.
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Cases of reinfection by SARS-CoV-2, although rare, were identified throughout the
tournament in the players/coaches that had an initial infection, totaling 0.16% among the
players and 2% among the coaches. All cases were identified in the state of São Paulo, with
the first reported in November in an athlete from the Palmeiras Sport Society and the other
confirmed in December in a coach who at the time of his second SARS-CoV-2 infection was
without a club.

There were 14 outbreaks in 12 clubs throughout the competition, representing 60% of
clubs with a high number of positive cases in a given period (Figure 2A). Two clubs located
in Rio de Janeiro recorded 2 outbreaks each in their squads, in August and November in
Club of Regattas Vasco da Gama and between September and November in Fluminense [43].
It was observed that 50% of the outbreaks throughout the championship occurred in clubs
in the Southeast Region of Brazil. Altogether, 167 athletes tested positive for COVID-19
while their team was experiencing an outbreak. The highest number of players infected
during an outbreak was in the Palmeiras Sport Society with 22 players, and the lowest
number was recorded in the Sports Club Bahia and in the Club of Regattas Vasco da Gama
in its first outbreak (August 2020) with 7 players. The only team that tested positive and
found an outbreak of the disease after the end of the championship (9 days after the end of
the championship) was the SP Sport Club Corinthians. Here 14 players tested positive for
infection.

The chronological distribution of the outbreaks was not even throughout the duration
of the Brazilian Championship, with a predominance of positive cases in the same club
coming in the second round of the championship. During the first phase, 4 outbreaks were
recorded between the months of August and early November, where 2 occurred in August
and 2 in September. In the second round of the Championship there were 10 outbreaks
from November 2020 to February, where 7 outbreaks occurred in November, a further 2
in January 2021 and 1 more in February 2021. November was the month with the highest
number of cases, accounting for 50% of outbreaks in clubs. It was identified that 55% of the
outbreaks occurred only once in a club, 9% occurred more than once in a club, and 36% of
the clubs never had an outbreak recorded.

Using the isolation measures of the World Health Organization (WHO) protocols
related to the time period of incubation and transmission of the disease, the 10 days before
and after the outbreak were analyzed in all clubs to identify a possible relationship between
them. It was recorded that one of the clubs that had an outbreak in its squad (Paranaense
Athletic) previously faced a club that had just come out of an outbreak (Santos Football
Club). The match occurred at the SARS-CoV-2 transmission limit of 10 days (21 November),
with the first outbreak identified on November 11 and the second on 27 November. This is
suggestive of in-game transmission taking place.

One of the impacts analyzed during the pandemic was the change in days and times
of departures according to outbreaks or regional restrictive measures. The first round of the
Brazilian Championship had 19 rounds that were played between August and November
2020, and only one round was postponed due to COVID-19 outbreaks in the clubs. This
postponement occurred in the first round between Goiás and São Paulo, where the Goiás
Sport Club showed a positive result for COVID-19 in 9 players.

The Brazilian Football Confederation set a defined criterion for the postponement of
matches which specified that clubs with more than 13 fit and healthy players were to play.
Indeed, a game took place (Palmeiras vs. Flamengo) in the 12th round of the first phase,
in which one of the clubs was just able to meet the requirement. In this case, due to the
insistence that the game go ahead by the CBF, a legal imbroglio took place between the
Regional Labor Court of Rio de Janeiro (Regional Court of Labor of Rio de Janeiro-TRT-RJ),
the Superior Labor Court (TST) and the CBF. It is clear from this that the criteria of the
CBF were not felt by some authorities to be robust enough or well enforced so as to ensure
player and public health.

In order to understand and show the epidemiological situation of the states throughout
the Brazilian Championship a monitoring of the infected and death rates was carried out
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on the days of the matches. Here is it shown that the Southeast region led the ranking of
the number of infected and dead throughout the championship, with the peak occurring
between rounds 12 and 13 in the first round of the championship, when outbreaks in
Flamengo and Fluminense were identified. The study allowed us to identify a correlation
between the onset of outbreaks and the transmission rates of SARS-CoV-2 in the states
(Figure 2B).

Figure 2. (A): COVID-19 outbreaks in soccer players during the Brazilian Championship matches; (B): Infected Individuals
per 100.000 inhabitants in Brazil each matches.

4. Discussion

It is clear that the risks of community-based transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in sports
should be evaluated when considering the suspension and resumption of sporting activ-
ity [44]. Contact sports, by their very nature, lead to greater interpersonal contact with
a distance of less than 2 m and make the use of masks very challenging, if not impossi-
ble. Sporting activities which take place indoors or in enclosed environments, also carry
a higher risk of transmission [44,45]. It is noteworthy that environments with reduced
air renewal are considered very high risk and here SARS-CoV-2 transmission has been
observed at a rate 19 times higher than in ventilated environments [46].

When observing the dynamics of professional soccer, a high-contact team sport, it
can be considered that the risk of transmission for SARS-CoV-2 and other respiratory
diseases can be is high, but there is on-going debate around this. DiFiori and co [47]
describe soccer as a sport with a high risk of disease transmission; in countermeasures,
the Brazilian Olympic Committee classified it as a sport with medium risk of SARS-CoV-2
transmission [48]. Sparrow et al. [43] also characterized soccer as a medium-risk sport
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because it is practiced in open places. However, the high presence of hand-to-hand contact
and the non-use of a mask during soccer practice increase the risk of transmissibility [45].

Studies have shown that the proximity of contact between players and opponents
favors the transmission of respiratory diseases [49,50]. Gonçalves et al. [51] monitored
the respiratory exposure of soccer players and found that the duration of situations of
risk of infection ranged from 2 min for each player, reaching the 14-min and 10-s mark
when the contacts between certain players were isolated. The moments of risk of infection
highlighted in the study were moments of proximity of 1.5 m and when a player was in
the same location as a previous player was positioned as this increases the possibility of
aspiration of exhaled particles.

Moments during a game such as attempts on goal, tackles, free kicks and corners are
considered situations with a high possibility of interpersonal contact. Analyses identified
that in 90 min of play, each of the players presented 52 situations of risk of infection, with
the highest average contact time in the midfield (35.5 min) [45]. However, although soccer
requires a large amount of interpersonal contact, the contacts occur mainly between the
arms, hands on the shirt, hand on the ball and heading, which may explain the absence of
contagion in three matches which each had an average of 6 infected players involved in
them [52].

The duration of the highest-risk interpersonal contact, which involves frontal contact,
varies between 30 s in German league matches and 1 min and 28 s in Danish league
matches [53].

Despite the risks in football, the German Bundesliga 2020 Championship was able
to conclude its competition with a relatively low number of SARS-CoV-2 infections [54].
Studies emphasize that safe participations for athletes, along the lines of the German
Championship, demands strict compliance with the public health measures implemented.
In the Brazilian championship, the contamination rate was high, reaching 48.32% among
athletes [55], with greater transmissibility in the 2nd phase. The high number of infected
individuals and the presence of outbreaks in the teams show weaknesses of the CBF
protocol. This protocol does not recommend the assessment of risk with regard to the
transmission rate of the city of departure and the epidemiological situation of the local
population for the games. A consideration of these factors is important for the minimization
of risk [56].

In another study, Schumacher et al. [57] point out that most infections which occurred
in their study came from contact with family members and that there were no documented
infections on the field or in training. Schumacher et al. [57] also detail a case of infection
in three staff members and an athlete who went to a dinner and then received negative
test results 4 days later. However, following testing 7 days after the dinner, all results were
positive. This underlines what is already known about the range of virus incubation times
and the challenges that these bring to containment and tracing.

Gualano et al. [58] in their study found that athletes are more susceptible to infection
than staff members are. However, there is a higher risk of complications for staff due to age
demographics. The different social behaviors of youth and professional athletes can also
influence the dynamic around virus spread and risk, as younger players tend to stay in
the club’s quarters and thus are subjected to closer controls around external contacts while
older players are able to interact socially in a freer manner.

A strategy to attempt to control the infection rate and to promote the safety of all
involved in football would be the implementation of the 3Ts policy: Test, Trace and Treat-
ment [59]. This strategy seeks to control the chain of infection through the identification of
the COVID-19 virus in laboratory tests, a screening of close recent contacts of the infected
person and then the identification of symptomatic and asymptomatic cases through further
laboratory testing. This strategy also requires the isolation of infected people to avoid new
infections and new outbreaks. Both Schumacher and Gualano suggest this approach to
managing COVID-19 in football.
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Another important measure identified by Meyer et al. [54] in the German Bundesliga
2020 was the battery of tests that the players who tested positive or borderline to the
coronavirus were required to undertake afterwards. This provides greater safety to those
involved and better control of the infection rate. The analyzed protocols determined the
performance of tests 48 h before departure, but this measurement may not coincide with
the minimum ideal days for detection. Failures can occur as occurred in the Brazilian
Championship, where an athlete had to be substituted midway through match as his
test had presented a positive result [60]. This means opponents and teammates had
potentially been exposed to the virus. Considering that the ideal sample collection time for
asymptomatic patients varies from 3–5 days post-exposure, it is therefore suggested that
the incorporation of antigen tests for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 on the day of departure
to increase safety is not only at the time of departure but also during transport [61].

Approximately 65% of the protocols analyzed in this article define isolation until the
disease has passed as essential for return, and 71% show the need to retest the infected
athletes. The recommendation of the California Department of Public Health [62] indicates
that the athlete can return only if he or she has completed the 10 days of isolation, does not
present episodes of fever during the previous 24 h or has any other symptoms detected,
thus being released after a test to return to the sport. The incorporation of retesting
for the release of infected individuals, even after the quarantine period, is an essential
measure added to the protocols to expand the control of the risks of transmission of the
COVID-19 virus.

Within the scope of national and international competitions, travel by bus and by air
is common in soccer. This is particularly relevant to Brazilian domestic soccer. When ana-
lyzing air travel, Freedman and Wilder-Smith [63] observed that the highest transmission
rate occurs after travel due to the 10-day incubation period of the virus. In this study, cases
of transmission were observed during the trips, 3 of them with a high transmission rate
and one in which 58 passengers with the disease were being extradited and there was no
new infection. The reason for the absence of contamination lies in the effectiveness of the
proper use of masks. The 3 flights without masks required had an outbreak of COVID-19,
but in the other flights analyzed where it was mandatory to wear a mask and comply with
the other sanitary measures, the transmission rate was very low.

Applying these findings in contexts such as soccer, the research indicates that the
need to travel to competitions and contact with competitors from other locations imposes
an increased risk for infection [64]. The high frequency of entry and exit of players and
members of teams and clubs from airports, bus stations and hotels can contribute to
the spread of the virus amongst the teams and the wider population. Most teams (60%)
decided to use charter flights during the 2020 Brazilian Championship [65], avoiding
contact with external people, which is a strategy to minimize contacts. However, the travel
necessary to fulfil fixtures required lodging in hotels, which increases the risk of contact
with asymptomatic infected people, as staff and other patrons in these are not subjected
to systematic testing protocols, as occurs in sports. The presence of an outbreak with
employees of a hotel that received the French national team in the European qualifiers for
the Qatar World Cup is an example of this reality [66], making fundamental the concern
with the incorporation of measures away from the field of play in the protocols.

In the Chinese Super league, as well as in the UEFA Champions League and the Europa
League, specific regions were selected for the matches. Thus, the players and members of
the commissions remained in a single region until the end of the competition, following
the health and safety protocols. The measure was effective in the Chinese Championship,
which did not show athletes infected in the first round [67] and could be a potential best
practice measure to be used elsewhere, including in the Brazilian Championship.

5. Conclusions

The comparative analysis of the protocols highlighted some weaknesses of the protocol
implemented by the CBF regarding the risks of COVID-19 transmission. The high rate of
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infections amongst players in the Brazilian Championship is highly suggestive of protocols
which were either not robust enough, not well enforced or both. The study presents some
individual, collective and managerial measures from other countries and organizations
which were more effective in curbing the chain of transmission of COVID-19 which could
easily be applied to the Brazilian Championship. Paramount here is the incorporation
the policy of the three Ts: Test, Trace and Treatment, which in addition to amplifying the
dynamics of tests, ensures the monitoring of contacts and the isolation and retest after
the quarantine period. Additional to this policy are measures that suggest the creation of
competition bubbles that reduce the amount of trips and flights taken, the incorporation of
analysis of local and national epidemiological data to identify the transmission rate and the
resonance of collection of individual measures of social distancing and use of masks in all
environments. Though not covered by the timeline of this study, an emergent suggestion is
to encourage the adherence of vaccination regularly against COVID-19 among athletes.

It is noteworthy that the present study is not intended to criticize football for wishing
to continue during the pandemic, or to bar it from doing so. This analysis only seeks
to compare the protocols, identify strengths and weaknesses and find new ways for the
sport industry to continue in a safer manner for all involved. This work emphasizes the
need to comply with health and safety measures in the protocols as their effectiveness
helps to ensure a safer and more well-run championship. Even after vaccination of all, it is
essential that all those involved in the sport follow the rules present in the protocols with
commitment and seriousness.
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